HOTA CINEMA SESSION TIMES
Thu 14 Feb – Wed 20 Feb
MOVIE

THU 14

FRI 15

HER SOUND HER STORY (M)

7.45pm

FREE SOLO (M)

8.45pm

73 mins • Special Prices / No Free Tickets
100 mins • No Free Tickets • Last Days

SAT 16

SUN 17

MON 18

TUE 19

WED 20

8.45pm

AT ETERNITY'S GATE (M)

10.30am
1.00pm
6.20pm

10.30am
1.00pm
6.20pm

10.30am
1.00pm
6.20pm

10.30am
3.40pm
6.30pm

THE MULE (M)

10.30am
8.50pm

12.15pm
2.45pm

10.30am
8.50pm

1.15pm
3.50pm

ON THE BASIS OF SEX (M)

10.00am
3.30pm
6.15pm

10.00am
3.30pm
6.15pm

10.00am
3.30pm
6.15pm

10.40am
1.00pm
6.15pm

10.00am
3.30pm
6.15pm

10.00am
3.30pm
6.15pm

10.00am
3.30pm
6.15pm

BEN IS BACK (M)

8.45pm

10.00am
5.15pm

8.45pm

10.30am

8.45pm

10.30am
8.45pm

8.45pm

GREEN BOOK (M)

12.30pm
3.30pm
8.45pm

12.30pm
3.30pm
8.45pm

12.30pm
3.30pm
8.45pm

12.45pm
3.30pm
6.15pm

12.30pm
3.30pm
8.45pm

12.30pm
3.30pm
8.45pm

12.30pm
3.30pm
8.45pm

111 mins

116 mins
[CC] Limited Season
120 mins
[CC]

103 mins • Last Days
130 mins
[CC]

10.30am
1.00pm
6.20pm

10.30am
1.00pm
6.20pm

10.30am
1.00pm
6.20pm

12.45pm
3.30pm
6.15pm

LOVE/LUST FILM FESTIVAL*
WHERE HANDS TOUCH (M) 122 mins

Thu 14 Feb, 1.00pm
Sat 16 Feb, 1.00pm

BEYOND THE VALLEY OF THE DOLLS (R18+) 111 mins

Thu 14 Feb, 4.00pm

KNIFE + HEART (18+) 110 mins • English Subtitles

Thu 14 Feb, 6.30pm

# FEMALE PLEASURE (18+) 97 mins • English Subtitles

Sat 16 Feb, 4.00pm

ANTIPORNO (18+) 76 mins • English Subtitles

Sat 16 Feb, 6.30pm

*No Free Tickets

FULLY LICENSED – BAR SERVICE AVAILABLE
All cinemas are equipped with IR (Infared hearing). HOTA reserves the right to alter without notice
the scheduled movies & screening times. Check our ad in the Gold Coast Bulletin or phone the
Movie Hotline on 5588 4008. For more information on individual movies go to www.hota.com.au for
full details and classification. Please note: Tickets can be purchased from the Box Office or avoid the
queue and book online.
[CC] - Closed caption subtitles/audio description options available. Limited number of devices.
NFT - No Free Tickets

MOVIE REVIEW CLUB
Once a month (Mar - Nov) HOTA Cinema hosts a Movie Review Club. Meet likeminded people and discuss the selected film with a forum of academics. Simply see
the film ahead of time and join us on the day for an interactive discussion. Lunches
are offered at a special price and it’s FREE to join the club!
The Movie Review Club will return Wednesday 27 March 2019

TICKET PRICES
Adults $14.50
Movie Club Member* $9.50
Concession Member* $8.50
Students* $9.50
Child (3-15 yrs) $9.50
Senior/Aged Pensioner* $9.50
DISCOUNT MONDAYS AND
TUESDAYS! ALL MOVIES $10.00,
CONC/STUDENT/MEMBER/
CHILD $8.50
*Please show appropriate card to
receive discount

COMING SOON
IF BEALE STREET COULD TALK (MA15+) - Strong coarse language (119mins) OPENS MARCH 7
Starring: KiKi Layne, Stephan James, Regina King
Set in early-1970s Harlem, If Beale Street Could Talk is a timeless and moving love story of both a
couple's unbreakable bond and the African-American family's empowering embrace, as told through
the eyes of 19-year-old Tish Rivers. Fonny and Trish are a devoted couple and dream of a future
together but their plans are derailed when Fonny is arrested for a crime he did not commit.

HOTA CINEMA SESSION TIMES

Thu 14 Feb – Wed 20 Feb

HER SOUND HER STORY (M) - Mature themes, coarse language and brief nudity (73 mins)
Her Sound, Her Story is an intimate conversation unveiling the personal experiences, histories and
significant social impacts of women in the Australian music industry. Featuring more than 45 artists
spanning six decades, its unique narrative brims with rage, strength, beauty and triumph: a powerful
dialogue that extends beyond the music industry to ask, “Where do we want women’s voices to sit in
the world today?” Featuring conversations with Tina Arena, Jen Cloher, Julia Stone, Kate Ceberano.
FREE SOLO (M) - Coarse language (100 mins)
Free Solo, is an edge-of-your seat thriller and an inspiring portrait of an athlete who challenges both
his body and his beliefs on a quest to triumph over the impossible, revealing the personal toll of
excellence. Witness this stunning, intimate and unflinching portrait of the free soloist climber Alex
Honnold, as he prepares to achieve his lifelong dream of climbing the face of the world’s most famous
rock – the 3,200ft El Capitan in Yosemite National Park…without a rope.(Documentry)
AT ETERNITY'S GATE (PG) - Mild themes and coarse language (111mins)
Starring: Willem Dafoe, Oscar Isaac, Rupert Friend, Mads Mikkelsen
At Eternity’s Gate is a journey inside the world and mind of a person who, despite skepticism, ridicule
and illness, created some of the world’s most beloved and stunning works of art. This is not a forensic
biography, but rather scenes based on Vincent van Gogh’s letters, common agreement about events
in his life that present as facts, hearsay, and moments that are just plain invented.
THE MULE (M) - Coarse language and nudity (116 mins)
Starring: Clint Eastwood, Bradley Cooper, Laurence Fishburne, Michael Peña
Earl Stone, a man in his 80s who is broke and alone is offered a job that simply requires him to
drive. Easy enough, but, unbeknownst to Earl, he's just signed on as a drug courier for a Mexican
cartel. He does so well -- so well, that he has hit the radar of a hard-charging DEA agent. Earl's past
mistakes start to weigh heavily on him, and it's uncertain if he'll have time to right those wrongs.
ON THE BASIS OF SEX (M) - Coarse language (120 mins)
Starring: Felicity Jones, Armie Hammer, Kathy Bates, Justin Theroux
The inspiring true story of a young Ruth Bader Ginsburg, a passionate and dedicated lawyer who
brings a case before the US Supreme Court in 1975 that will change women’s lives for the better.
At the heart of Ruth’s journey is an endearing romance with her husband Marty and a poignant
relationship with her daughter, who embodies a new generation of women to follow in her footsteps.
BEN IS BACK (M) - Mature themes, drug use and coarse language (103 mins)
Starring: Julia Roberts, Lucas Hedges, Courtney B. Vance
19 year-old Ben Burns unexpectedly returns home to his family’s suburban home on Christmas Eve
morning. Ben’s mother, Holly, is relieved and welcoming but wary of her son staying clean. Over a
turbulent 24 hours, new truths are revealed, and a mother’s undying love for her son is tested as she
does everything in her power to keep him safe.
GREEN BOOK (M) - Coarse language (130 mins)
Starring: Viggo Mortensen, Mahershala Ali, Linda Cardellini
In need of a driver for his 1962 concert tour, world-class black pianist Dr. Don Shirley recruits Tony Lip,
a tough-talking Italian-American from the Bronx. As this mismatched pair set out on their journey, they
must rely on the “Green Book” to guide them to safe establishments in America’s segregated south –
but they’ll need more than a book to understand each other. Inspired by a true friendship.
LOVE/LUST FILM FESTIVAL - THU 14 & SAT 17 FEB
Love/Lust Film Festival is a film program exploring the fringes of love, lust, sex and cinema curated
by Gold Coast Film Festival
WHERE HANDS TOUCH (M) (122 mins) - A rites of passage story of a bi-racial teen struggling for
survival in Nazi Germany.
BEYOND THE VALLEY OF THE DOLLS (18+) (111 mins) - Three girls come to Hollywood to make
it big, but find only sex, drugs and sleaze.
KNIFE + HEART (18+) (110 mins) - Paris, summer 1979. Anne is a producer of gay porn at discount.
When Loïs, her editor and companion, leaves her, she attempts to reclaim her by turning a film more
ambitious
#FEMALE PLEASURE (18+) (97 mins) - This documentary embarks on a journey to discover the
remaining obstacles that stand in the way of female sexuality in the 21st century.
ANTIPORNO (18+) (76 mins) - Japan's oldest major movie studio asks a batch of venerable
filmmakers to revive its high-brow soft-core Roman Porno series.
G - General, PG - Parental Guidance Recommended, M - Recommended for Mature Audiences,
MA15+ - Not suitable for people under 15. Under 15s must be accompanied by a parent or adult guardian,
R18+ - Restricted to 18 and over, CTC - Check the Classification, E - Exempt from Classifiaction

